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Thank you so much
for your interest in

Hepzibah House
and your concern for
modern day slavery!
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Survivor to Thriver
Our board recently heard the story of
a survivor we worked with in the
therapeutic setting to facilitate
personal healing and restoration. She
shared several very poignant
remarks:
"Up until now I have always seen
life as a 'life sentence' - something I
had to get through and endure. But
now, for the first time in my life I
actually am looking forward to the
rest of my life."
"I realize now I have an
important story to tell. I always
knew I had a story to tell, but now I
know it is this one."
How amazingly cool is that?!!?
We are also starting to form
relationships with other local groups
working with survivors of
commercial sexual
exploitationproviding counseling
and support.

Training

Quick Links:
Hepzibah Website
Hepzibah FB page
Palm Beach Post Article
Mainland Title Company
The A21 Campaign

The A21 Campaign
has a broad outreach,
addressing prevention
through awareness and
education programs,
protection through
sheltering and transition
homes, prosecution of
traffickers and legal aid to
survivors, and partnerships
with local law enforcement,
service providers and
community members.
They began in Greece - a

We just hosted our first training
series for Hepzibah House
Volunteers!

very difficult beachhead
due to the economy,
corruption and other
factors. However, Greece is
also a crossroads for many
trafficking victims. The
A21 Campaign now has
offices in Great Britain,
Ukraine, Bulgaria, South
Africa, Australia and the
United States.

I realized in working with survivors,
even before the residential piece
opened, I needed to clone myself. So
I told several active supporters about
a training I was considering - hoping
for three or four committed women to
respond.
Their website has a wealth
of materials

Instead, we had twelve womensign- including resources,facts, a
page called 21 Ways to
up for the training! Wow!! I was
shocked at the enthusiastic response! Get Involved, identifying
The training is time intensive on my
part, and very demanding on the
trainees as well. We will evaluate
what needs we still have once the
follow-up commitments are
completed and consider when the
next training will be.

21 ways that individuals
can make a difference
Website:
The A21 Campaign
Christine Caine's blog

Undaunted

Double H Equestrian
Center
The bank loan is in motion - with the
necessary documents submitted to the
underwriters. We will request a
pre-approval letter from the bank as
soon as we get the "all clear" from
the manager there.

Christine Caine offers lifetransforming insights about
how not only to overcome
the challenges, wrong turns,
and often painful
circumstances we all
experience, but also to
actually grow from those
experiences and be
equipped and empowered
to help others. Using her
own dramatic life story,
Caine shows how God

rescued her from a life
where she was unnamed,
unwanted, and unqualified.
Our heartfelt thanks go to all who
She tells how she overcame
have contributed to the down
abuse, abandonment, fears,
payment fund. We are past the half- and other challenges to go
way mark already!
on a mission of adventure,
fueled by faith and filled
Please visit the Hepzibah
with love and courage. Her
Housewebsite if you wish to
personal stories inspire
contribute to this endeavor!
readers to hear their name
called, just as Christine
heard her own---'You are
Undaunted:
Daring to do what God calls you to beloved. You are the hope.
You are chosen'---to go into
do, by Christine Caine
a dark and troubled world,
knowing each of us possess
The A21 Campaign stands for Abolish
all it takes to bring hope,
Injustice in the 21st Century. Christine
Caine and her husband, Nick, founded it in create change, and live
2008 to address human trafficking, sexual completely for Christ. Part
inspirational tale, part
exploitation and slave labor.
manifesto to stir readers to
Undaunted tells the story of how the A21 lives of adventure,
Campaign came about - weaving
Undaunted shows the way
Christine Caine's personal story of abuse, with spiritual wisdom and
abandonment, adoption and struggles with insight.
fear into the account to communicate the
reality that God uses our life experiences
to prepare and equip us.

Down Payment Fund

A book review for Undaunted is in the right
column.

Thanks again for your interest in
Hepzibah House and what is perhaps the
foremost justice issue of our time:
human trafficking and the
repercussions in individual lives.
Sincerely,
Becky Dymond
Founder & President, Hepzibah House
MS Counseling Psychology, LMHC

Financial
Support
Tax deductible gifts
can be made through
Hepzibah website
or by check through snail
mail:
Hepzibah House

1530 W. Boynton Bch Blvd
Suite #3863
Boynton Beach, FL 33424

